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ABSTRACT

Pharmaceutical drugs are critical to patient care, but demand and supply uncertainties in this inventory
system make decision-making a challenging task. In this paper, we present a simulation-optimization model
that determines near-optimal (s,S) periodic review inventory policies that minimize the expected cost per
day. The model accounts for perishability, positive lead time, stochastic demand, and supply disruptions.
We implement a Binary Grid-Search algorithm which uses the structure of the objective function to quickly
solve the simulation-optimization model. The numerical results illustrate how the Binary Grid-Search
algorithm performs 21 times faster (when performing 10,000 replications) in terms of run time when
compared to an Exhaustive Grid-Search, without sacrificing solution accuracy. This paper provides an
efficient method to solve for the near-optimal (s,S) periodic review inventory policies which is essential
in the pharmacy inventory system that handles thousands of different drugs.

1 INTRODUCTION

It is estimated the United States spends about $329 billion annually on drugs (Hartman et al. 2018). However,
demand and supply uncertainties in a pharmacy inventory system make decision-making a challenging task.
Having insufficient inventory can lead to shortages which increase cost for care, increase medication errors,
and lead to inferior treatments (Phuong et al. 2019). In contrast, drugs are a perishable product, so holding
too much inventory can lead to waste. Accounting for these different sources of uncertainty, perishability,
and system characteristics (like positive lead time) make it computationally difficult to determine how much
inventory to keep on hand and when orders should be placed.

In this paper, we develop a simulation-optimization model to determine near-optimal (s,S) periodic
review inventory policies where s denotes the reorder point and S denotes the order-up-to level. The
objective is to minimize the expected cost per day and the model represents a drug at one hospital
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pharmacy. Simulation-optimization is often used for optimization problems where the objective function
cannot be computed exactly, usually due to stochastic parameters in the problem of interest. Instead,
replications of a simulation model with realized random variables are used to estimate the objective
function (Fu 2015). In the pharmacy system of interest, an inventory manager can be responsible for over
2,500 drugs. Hence, quickly solving the simulation-optimization model is crucial. To do this, we implement
a Binary Grid-Search (GS) algorithm to solve for the near-optimal periodic review policies and compare its
run time to an Exhaustive GS and a Convergent Optimization via Most-Promising-Area Stochastic Search
(COMPASS). We refer to these solutions as near-optimal because we discretize the solution space. Also,
throughout this paper, we refer to this discretized solution space as a square grid where the rows correspond
to the values of s and the columns correspond to the values of S.

To illustrate our solution framework, we apply our methodology to solve for the (s,S) parameters in a
periodic review inventory system for a drug test case. While this paper looks at the problem from a pharmacy
perspective, the models presented can be applied to other first-in-first-out perishable inventory systems such
as chemicals and food warehouses. Also, the model places no restrictions on the probability distributions
for the uncertain parameters, which provides greater flexibility for products that may be of interest. Below,
we present related research from inventory management to motivate how the simulation-optimization model
expands upon current literature. We also explicitly highlight the contributions of this paper.

Past literature includes a variety of methodologies to solve for periodic review inventory policies:
stochastic programming, reinforcement learning, simulation, closed-form solutions. With respect to (s,S)
periodic review policies, it is important to recognize the valuable research that studies (s,S) policies from
a gradient estimation perspective (e.g., Bashyam and Fu 1991; Fu and Hu 1997) and early research that
does not consider a perishable and supply disrupted system like the one presented in this paper (e.g., Sahin
1982; Zheng and Federgruen 1991). Recent perishable inventory research uses models such as stochastic
programming and reinforcement learning to determine optimal periodic review policies in the presence
of stochastic demand (Dillon et al. 2017; Rajendran and Ravindran 2019; Rajendran and Srinivas 2020;
Kara and Dogan 2018). Further, Nguyen and Chen (2019) use stochastic programming to model stochastic
demand and stochastic yield supply. When looking at the supply disruption side, Atan and Rousseau (2016)
consider supply disruptions in a perishable inventory system, but they do not account for uncertain demand.
For supply disruptions in non-perishable inventory systems, some researchers include stochastic demand
with supply disruptions (Schmitt et al. 2010) and some only account for supply disruptions (Skouri et al.
2014; Konstantaras et al. 2019), but again, these models do not account for perishability.

For research that solves for optimal inventory policies in a pharmacy system, Zhang et al. (2014)
use a deterministic demand and supply model whereas Saedi et al. (2016) account for uncertain demand
and supply disruptions, but they assume there is no lead time. Other researchers look into the lead time
question like Li et al. (2018) who consider stochastic lead time, but no uncertainty in terms of supply and
demand, while Franco and Alfonso-Lizarazo (2020) include stochastic demand and lead time, but they
do not consider supply disruptions. In summary, there is a gap in periodic review policies for perishable
products that face stochastic demand, supply disruptions, and positive lead time.

The two main contributions of this paper are:
1. We develop a simulation-optimization model to determine near-optimal (s,S) periodic review inventory
policies for a perishable system that faces stochastic demand, supply disruptions, and positive lead time.
Further, there are no probability distribution restrictions for the uncertain parameters.
2. We implement a Binary GS algorithm which uses the structure of the objective function to solve for the
(s,S) policies rather than taking an Exhaustive GS approach.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes a (s,S) inventory system and
how to model this system using simulation. Section 3 presents three methods for solving the simulation-
optimization model: Exhaustive GS, COMPASS, and Binary GS. Section 4 provides numerical results
using all three methods. Finally, Section 5 closes the paper with concluding thoughts and future research.
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2 (s,S) PERIODIC REVIEW INVENTORY SYSTEM

2.1 (s,S) Inventory Process

There exists a variety of inventory policies that any given system can follow. Consistent with the system of
interest, this research focuses on (s,S) periodic review inventory policies. We define inventory position as
the amount of inventory on hand plus the amount of inventory en route. When the inventory position falls
below s, an order is placed for S minus the inventory position. Here, the review period is 1 day. Figure 1
illustrates (s,S) inventory policies in a perishable lost-sales inventory system where H is the total inventory
on hand, H ′ is the total inventory on hand that expires at the end of day t, P is the inventory position, d is
the demand, s is the reorder point, and S is the order-up-to level.
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Figure 1: Process Flow of (s,S) Perishable Inventory System ( (#) correspond to model in Section 2.2.3).

2.2 Simulation Model

To develop a simulation-optimization model, the first step is to create a simulation model that represents
a (s,S) periodic review inventory system and outputs the objective of the model given (s,S) as inputs.
The objective of the model is to minimize the expected cost per day where cost is measured relative to
purchasing cost. The costs of interest are shortage, waste, holding, and ordering.

2.2.1 Assumptions

The simulation model represents a drug at one hospital pharmacy and drug substitutes are not considered.
Our modeling framework makes this no substitute assumption because in practice, there is often a preferred
choice and even when substitutes are available, these substitutes often come with additional logistics like
ensuring the patient does not have a certain comorbidity. Drugs typically have an expiration date that is
with respect to the end of the month (e.g., July 31). Therefore, our model assumes all drugs that arrive in
the same month come from the same production batch and have the same end of the month expiration date.
Hence, drugs are only discarded at the end of the month. We assume the inventory on-hand and estimated
days until inventory expires is known each day t. Also, the lead time is deterministic and non-negative
(l ∈ N0) where l = 0 implies an order placed at the end of day (t−1) arrives at the beginning of day t.
Demand is stochastic and supply uncertainty is due to disruptions (i.e., no supply yield uncertainty). We
assume these two sources of uncertainty are independent from one another. Last, we assume all demand
not met is lost, first-in-first-out protocols are always followed, and there is no seasonal demand.

2.2.2 Input Parameters

For input parameters, we consider a planning horizon of length |T| days t = 1,2, ..., |T|. We denote l as the
deterministic lead time (l ∈ N0), e as the shelf-life of the drug (months), |R| as the number of simulation
replications (r denotes a particular replication), and b, z, h, and o as the shortage, waste, holding, and
ordering cost relative to purchasing cost, respectively. For the discretized square grid, we denote sl = Sl
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as the minimum value for s and S, su = Su as the maximum value for s and S, and ∆ as the grid increment
for s and S. For example, sl = 25, su = 100, ∆ = 25 =⇒ s ∈ [25,50,75,100]. For the uncertain parameters
in the model, we define dt as the demand on day t and yt as a binary variable for the supply disruption
status on day t. For the binary variable, yt = 0 denotes supply is disrupted and yt = 1 denotes supply is
not disrupted. There are no restrictions on the probability distributions of these sources of uncertainty.

2.2.3 Simulation Model Description

Given these assumptions and input parameters, we describe the simulation model at a high level. Pseudocode
for the simulation model can be found in the Appendix and the steps in the simulation model are identified
on Figure 1. Also, it is important to note the decision variables (s,S) are inputs to the simulation model
and we discuss how to optimize these decision variables in Section 3.

The simulation model begins with the function StaticSim where for each replication r, the function
generates a daily demand pattern and supply disruption pattern using the associated input parameters and
probability distributions. Then, the InventoryProcess function is called to calculate the number of shortages,
drugs wasted, orders placed, and drugs held during the planning horizon for this replication r. The function
InventoryProcess calculates these values by taking the input parameters, demand pattern for replication r,
supply pattern for replication r, s, and S and simulating how the system would operate with these parameters.
For each day in the planning horizon, (1) orders arrive to the pharmacy at the beginning of the day, (2)
inventory levels are updated, (3) inventory levels are updated based on the demand observed on day t, (4) if
day t corresponds to the end of the month, expired drugs are discarded, and (5) an order is placed according
to the (s,S) inputs if supply is not disrupted. This process continues until the end of the planning horizon
is achieved. At this point, the objective value is calculated and InventoryProcess returns this output to the
StaticSim function. All replications r follow the same process (computed in parallel to reduce computation
time) and at the end, StaticSim calculates the average objective value over all replications r.

3 SIMULATION-OPTIMIZATION

When using the simulation model described in Section 2.2 to solve for the near-optimal (s,S) periodic
review policies, we consider three approaches: Exhaustive GS, COMPASS, and Binary GS. Also, we use
common random numbers regardless of the search procedure.

3.1 Near-Optimal Policies Using Exhaustive Grid-Search

Exhaustive GS takes a discretized grid for the parameters s and S and enumerates the objective value for
all feasible solutions. In this inventory policy setting, a solution is only feasible if s ≤ S. Since one is
enumerating all solutions, the computation time can become excessive, especially for fine grid spaces.

3.2 Near-Optimal Policies Using COMPASS

COMPASS is a discrete simulation-optimization algorithm where at each iteration, a most promising area
is defined which depends on the distance between a feasible solution and the best solution found thus far
(Hong and Nelson 2006). This most promising area is adaptive and to keep consistency with the other
search procedures, we allocate the same number of simulation replications to all enumerated solutions.
Also, the algorithm requires a uniform search procedure over the discretized grid, so we implement the
RMD algorithm (Hong and Nelson 2006).

3.3 Near-Optimal Policies Using Binary Grid-Search

Binary GS takes a discretized grid for the parameters s and S, but instead of enumerating all solutions,
binary searches are completed successively on the rows and columns until no improvement to the objective
value is made. For initialization, the algorithm enumerates all diagonal solutions on the discretized grid.
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3.3.1 Structural Properties of the Objective Function

Our empirical observations support that we cannot assume the objective function is always monotonically
decreasing and then monotonically increasing with respect to s for fixed S and S for fixed s (i.e., the negation
of the objective function is unimodal). Consider the drug test case (described in Section 4) with 5,000
replications and solved using an Exhaustive GS (Section 3.1). Figure 2 displays (a) Expected Cost Per Day
vs Reorder Point s and (b) Expected Cost Per Day vs Order-up-to Level S for five different values of S and
s, respectively. For (a), one may consider why the objective function is flat up to some reorder point s. This
occurs in cases where the reorder point, s, is too small and the order-up-to level, S, is too large resulting
in there (almost surely) being a significant number of drugs that expire before there is sufficient demand
to use these drugs (i.e., inventory position drops to 0). Therefore, an order is placed to bring the inventory
level up to S regardless of the value of s and it is important to consider that all of these drugs have the
same expiration date. Figure 2 illustrates the objective function is not always monotonically decreasing
and then monotonically increasing, but that it does exhibit characteristics of this structure.

(a) Expected Cost Per Day vs Reorder Point s. (b) Expected Cost Per Day vs Order-up-to Level S.

Figure 2: Objective Function (Expected Cost Per Day) With Respect to s for Fixed S and S for Fixed s.

We also consider if the monotonically decreasing and then increasing property does not hold for this
test case due to simulation error. Regardless of the number of simulation replications completed, there will
be some error with respect to the objective value since this output is a result of a stochastic process. When
considering solutions that are significantly different from one another at a confidence level of 95%, 5.7%
of the pairwise comparisons with respect to the columns of the grid and 3.9% of the pairwise comparisons
with respect to the rows of the grid fail to meet the monotonically decreasing then increasing structure.
These results demonstrate the proportion of time the monotone property does not hold is relatively small.

These findings motivate a regular binary search coupled with a forced binary search to ensure one is
not caught in a local optimum. Forced binary search means we complete a binary search above, to the
right, below, and to the left of the current solution regardless of the objective value of the neighboring
solutions. The algorithm can be seen as a metaheuristic where we exploit when neighboring solutions
improve the objective value. However, before terminating, we also accept worse neighbors with the aim
of avoiding local optimality. We simply refer to the algorithm as Binary GS and details follow in the
subsequent section.
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3.3.2 Description of Binary Grid-Search

Throughout the explanation of the Binary GS algorithm, we will refer to the discretized grid described
earlier (square grid matrix where the rows correspond to s values in increasing magnitude and the columns
correspond to S values in increasing magnitude). A binary search, also known as a half-interval search, is
when one successively divides a unimodal search interval in half to find the global maximum (i.e., negation
finds global min). For example, consider the objective value, V , for a fixed s across nine increasing S
values: V = (100,99,75,72,84,88,94,100,106). One first starts at the midpoint of the full interval (i.e.,
84). Then, one considers the neighboring solutions (i.e., 72 and 88). Since 72 < 84, one considers the
midpoint (i.e., 75) of the halved interval (100,99,75,72,84) and the same procedure continues.

To initialize the algorithm, (a) we enumerate all feasible solutions on the diagonal of the discretized
grid with the number of replications desired by the user. From these initial enumerations, (b) we select the
column that minimizes the objective function and perform a binary search on this column. (c) The feasible
solution minimizing the objective function is chosen as the starting point.

Then, we begin an iterative process where (1) we enumerate the objective value to the left and right of
our current solution. If both of these objective values are greater than the current solution, no change is
made to the current solution. Otherwise, we carry out a binary search on this row of the grid and update our
current solution with the new minimum found. (2) We enumerate the objective value above and below our
current solution. If both of these objective values are greater than the current solution, no change is made
to the current solution. Otherwise, we carry out a binary search on this column of the grid and update our
current solution with the new minimum found. (3) We check if the solution found in the previous iteration
is the same solution as this iteration. If not, the iterative process starts back at (1) with the current solution.
If yes, then (4) a binary search is completed on the interval above, to the right, below, and to the left of
the current solution to avoid local optimality (Section 3.3.1). As an example, the above interval means
we consider the Scurrent column and search the interval s ∈ [sl,scurrent ]. These four interval searches are
completed regardless of the value of the neighboring solutions of the current solution (i.e., the neighboring
solutions may be worse). The key idea is that if the current solution is truly optimal, then performing
a binary search on these four intervals should find a solution no better than the current solution. If the
current solution remains optimal, the algorithm terminates. If not, then the iterative procedure starts back
at (1) with the best solution found thus far as the current solution. Figure 3 below demonstrates the process
where the light shaded circle with (*) denotes the solution and the fully shaded black circles denote the
search area for that step. Pseudocode for the algorithm can be found in the Appendix.
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4 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

To evaluate the performance of the simulation-optimization model solved with an Exhaustive GS, COMPASS,
and Binary GS, we present eight different cases where we vary the number of replications (“computational
cost”) for each method. We vary the replications from 100-10,000. We provide this range because |R|= 5,000
replications ensures a confidence interval width, w, of at most 1. Specifically, one can determine |R| by
ensuring w > (2cdmax)/(

√
|R|) where c is a user-specified confidence level (e.g., c = 1.96 for 95%), dmax is

the maximum standard deviation from the simulation model when analyzed on a discretized grid, and w is
the desired confidence interval width. For each of these eight cases, we present the near-optimal objective
value, near-optimal s, near-optimal S, and run time when using (a) Exhaustive GS, (b) COMPASS, and
(c) Binary GS. Objective values are rounded to the nearest tenths place. For COMPASS, we consider
m = 1

10(no. o f f easible solutions) solutions to randomly and uniformly search with replacement each
iteration and consider a warm-up of W = 10 iterations for the uniform search. We terminate this algorithm
when all neighboring solutions have been enumerated and the same solution has been found for 10 iterations
in a row. All numerical experiments are completed in R (Version 4.0.3) on a Windows desktop (4.28GHz).

4.1 Pharmacy Model Input Parameters and Numerical Results

We use the input parameters across all eight cases where the cost (relative to purchasing cost) associated
with waste, shortages, holding, and ordering are relevant to the pharmacy system of interest. We define
|T|= 360 Days (30 Days/Month), l = 6 Days, e = 3 Months, b = 5 (Haijema 2013), z = 1 (Haijema 2013),
h = 0.001 (Jia and Zhao 2017), o = 0.5 (Haijema 2013), sl = Sl = 100, su = Su = 5000, ∆ = 100, Demand ∼
Poisson(λ = 25/day), Days to Supply Disruption [Recovery]∼Geometric(p1 = 0.01) [Geometric(p2 =

1
30 )].

Figure 4 below displays (a) Expected Cost Per Day vs Number of Simulation Replications and (b)
Run Time (hours) vs Number of Simulation Replications. For Figure 4 (a), we present the objective value
with replications independent of the replications used to optimize the (s,S) policies to avoid optimization
bias. Notice that in all cases, the Binary GS algorithm finds the exact same solution as the Exhaustive GS
algorithm or a solution that is better in objective value when accounting for optimization bias. This also
holds for the COMPASS algorithm. Furthermore, the Binary GS stays within an hour run time (maximum
run time is approximately 30 minutes) whereas the Exhaustive GS increases to a computation time of
approximately 10.5 hours at 10,000 replications. Another interesting aspect is the Binary GS algorithm
always outperforms the COMPASS algorithm with respect to run time.

(a) Expected Cost Per Day vs Number of Simulation
Replications (no. in () represent the (s,S) policies).

(b) Simulation Run Time vs Number of Simulation
Replications (run time indicated for 10,000 replications).

Figure 4: Numerical Results with Pharmacy Model Input Parameters.
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The Exhaustive GS guarantees the best solution is found (before considering optimization bias).
However, it is not only computationally inefficient, but also unrealistic for the pharmacy system of interest.
In particular, when considering the demand for all drugs at the University of Michigan’s Central Pharmacy,
the 20% highest demand drugs (545 drugs) make up about 85% of the total demand. Hence, if one is
interested in updating policies every 3 months (2,160 hours) using 10,000 replications, one would need
(545)∗ (10.5hrs) = 5,722.5hrs, or about 7.95 months, when using the Exhaustive GS. Hence, even if one
desktop computer was solely utilized to run the exhaustive algorithm for the entire 3 months, one could
not solve for all policies within this time frame. However, if using the Binary GS, one could solve for the
policies in (545)∗ (0.5hrs) = 272.5hrs≈ 11.35 days.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this paper, we created a simulation-optimization (s,S) periodic review inventory model that accounts
for stochastic demand, supply disruptions, perishability, and positive lead time. We solve the simulation-
optimization model using a Binary GS algorithm which uses the structural properties of the objective
function. Based on our experimental results, we notice this algorithm improves computation time without
sacrificing accuracy of the solution.

As for limitations, we assume a first-in-first-out system. If this is violated, then one can expect more
waste and more shortages. However, through observations at the Central Pharmacy at the University of
Michigan, first-in-first-out is a valid assumption with the protocols in place. We also assume demand
and supply are independent of one another. When constructing the demand and supply patterns for a
replication, r, one can consider the dependency of these uncertainties and we leave that to future work.
Other assumptions such as lost-sales, deterministic lead time, and expired drugs being discarded at the end
of the month can easily be adjusted in the model to tailor it to the characteristics of the system of interest.

In this research, we do not theoretically exploit the structure of the objective function and we do not
provide theoretical guarantees on the Binary GS algorithm. Also, we find the Binary GS algorithm does
not sacrifice the accuracy of the solution when defining the discretized grid with respect to s and S, but an
alternative approach is defining the discretized grid with respect to s and δ = S− s. Finally, we compare
the Binary GS algorithm to an Exhaustive GS and the COMPASS algorithm, but other methods one can
consider for comparison are stochastic gradient descent with random restart, random search, and Bayesian
optimization. We leave these ideas for future research.

This research provides pharmacy inventory managers with a valuable tool that can aid decision-making
in the complex pharmacy system.
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APPENDICES

A PSEUDOCODE FOR (s,S) INVENTORY POLICY SIMULATION MODEL

function StaticSim
1: for r=1:|R| % iterate through all replications
2: Generate Demand dt for t = 1,2, ..., |T| % generate demand pattern using appropriate probability distribution
3: Generate Supply yt for t = 1,2, ..., |T| % generate supply pattern using appropriate probability distributions
4: ObjValue[r] = InventoryProcess % calculate objective value using InventoryProcess function
5: —————–
6: function InventoryProcess
7: for t=1:|T| % iterate through each day in planning horizon
8: Step 1: Update inventory based on amount that arrives at the beginning of day t
9: Inventory[e]=Inventory[e]+InventoryArrival[1] % store the amount that arrives as the “newest” inventory

10: Step 2: Update inventory en-route levels
11: if l = 0 % lead time is l = 0
12: InventoryArrival[1]=0 % inventory to arrive tomorrow updated when order decision is made below
13: else
14: InventoryArrival[i]=InventoryArrival[i+1] ∀i = 1, ..., l % shift all inventory en route by one day
15: InventoryArrival[l +1]=0 % inventory to arrive in l days updated when order decision made below
16: end if
17: Step 3: Update inventory levels based on the amount of demand observed on day t
18: NeedsFilled= dt % keep track of amount of demand that needs filled on day t
19: Short[t]=max{0,dt − sum(Inventory)} % keep track of the amount short on day t
20: i = 1 % keep track of remaining lifetime index to enforce FIFO policy (lifetime is in months)
21: while NeedsFilled 6= 0 % iterate until all demand filled or all inventory used
22: if Short[t]>0 % check if one is short on day t
23: NeedsFilled=0 % all inventory is used
24: Inventory[i]=0 ∀i = 1,2, ...,e % update that all inventory is used
25: else if NeedsFilled ≥ Inventory[i] % drug with lifetime remaining i has less inventory than required
26: NeedsFilled=NeedsFilled-Inventory[i] % update how much demand needs filled after satisfying demand with “oldest” stock
27: Inventory[i]=0 % indicate all inventory with remaining lifetime i is used
28: else
29: Inventory[i]=Inventory[i]-NeedsFilled % update inventory for this remaining lifetime i
30: NeedsFilled=0 % no more demand for day t needs filled
31: end if
32: i = i+1 % increment lifetime remaining index
33: end while
34: Step 4: Discard any expired drugs after observing demand on day t (this only occurs at the end of the month)
35: if t ∈ {30,60,90,120,150,180,210,240,270,300,330,360} % last day of the month
36: Waste[t]=max{0,Inventory[1]} % calculate waste in day t
37: Inventory[1]=0 % update inventory after discarding expired
38: end if
39: Step 5: Place order based on (s,S) inventory policy
40: if [sum(Inventory)+sum(InventoryArrival)]< s % place an order because inventory position falls below reorder point s
41: Arrival=S-[sum(Inventory)+sum(InventoryArrival)] % place an order for S minus the current inventory position
42: Arrival=(yt )Arrival % inventory only arrives if supply is not disrupted
43: Order[t]=1(yt ) % indicate an order is placed on day t if supply is not disrupted
44: else
45: Arrival=0 % do not place an order
46: end if
47: InventoryArrival[l +1]=Arrival % update inventory en route based on most recent order decision
48: Step 6: Update inventory levels by age (this only occurs at the end of the month)
49: if t ∈ {30,60,90,120,150,180,210,240,270,300,330,360} % last day of the month
50: Inventory[i]=Inventory[i+1] ∀i = 1, ...,(e−1) % subtract 1 month from remaining lifetime
51: Inventory[e]=0 % “newest” inventory set to 0 until order arrives next day
52: end if
53: Hold[t]=sum(Inventory) % store how many drugs are held on day t
54: end for

55: Output: ObjRep[r]=
|T|
∑

t=31

b(Short[t])+z(Waste[t])+o(Order[t])+h(Hold[t])
(b+z+o+h)(|T|−30) % begin at day 31 to remove intialization bias

56: —————–
57: end for

58: Output: Expected Cost Per Day = 1
|R|

|R|
∑

r=1
ObjValue[r]
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B PSEUDOCODE FOR BINARY GRID-SEARCH

function BinaryOptGrid
1: Step 1: Initialize the Grid for s and S
2: sGrid=[sl ,su]; by=∆ % initialize grid for s
3: SGrid=[Sl ,Su]; by=∆ % initialize grid for S
4: Step 2: Form Matrix and Denote Infeasible Solutions
5: Matrix is |sGrid| by |SGrid|, but referred to by (s,S) for clarity
6: ObjMatrix=matrix(|sGrid|, |SGrid|) % initialize matrix to store objective values
7: ObjMatrix[s,S]=In f easible ∀s,S such that s > S % denote infeasible solutions
8: Step 3: Determine Objective Value for Main Diagonal
9: ObjMatrix[s,S]=StaticSim(s = c, S = c) ∀c ∈ sGrid % store objective value from StaticSim function given the s and S inputs

10: CurrentOpt=[minimum solc, smin c, Smin c] % store the current minimum objective value from the main diagonal solution and the associated
(s,S) in a vector

11: CurrentOpt=[s = max{sl ,b Scurrent
2 c}, S = Scurrent ] % update the current solution using the midpoint value of s for this column

12: Step 4: Perform a Binary Search on the Column With the Current Solution
13: CurrentOpt=BinarySearch(column, CurrentOpt) % Perform binary search on the column; store new objective value and associated (s,S)
14: OptFound=FALSE % initialize an indicator variable for iterative process
15: MaxIter % define the maximum number of iterations
16: while OptFound==FALSE
17: Step 5: Check Solutions to the Left and Right
18: % Left of Current Solution
19: ObjMatrix[s,S]=StaticSim(s′=scurrent , S = max{s′,max{Sl ,Scurrent −∆}})
20: % Right of Current Solution
21: ObjMatrix[s,S]=StaticSim(s′=scurrent , S = max{s′,min{Su,Scurrent +∆}})
22: if CurrentOpt ≤ LeftSolution & CurrentOpt < RightSolution % no improvement to objective value
23: continue algorithm
24: else
25: % moving improves the objective value
26: CurrentOpt=BinarySearch(row, CurrentOpt) % Perform binary search on the row; store new objective value and associated (s,S)
27: end if
28: Step 6: Check Solutions Above and Below
29: % Above Current Solution
30: ObjMatrix[s,S]=StaticSim(s′=max{sl ,scurrent −∆}, S = Scurrent )
31: % Below Current Solution
32: ObjMatrix[s,S]=StaticSim(s′=min{su,scurrent +∆}, S = Scurrent )
33: if CurrentOpt ≤ AboveSolution & CurrentOpt < BelowSolution % no improvement to objective value
34: continue algorithm
35: else
36: % moving improves the objective value
37: CurrentOpt=BinarySearch(column, CurrentOpt) %Perform binary search on column; store new objective value and associated (s,S)
38: end if
39: Step 7: Check If Solution Remains Unchanged from Prior Iteration
40: if (solcurrent ,scurrent ,Scurrent)==(solprior iteration,sprior iteration,Sprior iteration)
41: % Perform Forced Binary Search When True
42: Perform binary search on the search interval above, to the right, below, and to the left of (scurrent ,Scurrent) regardless of the value

of the neighboring solutions
43: if All solutions are inferior to (scurrent ,Scurrent)
44: OptFound==TRUE % near-optimal solution found and algorithm completed
45: else
46: % a new near-optimal solution is found
47: Replace (scurrent ,Scurrent) with the new optimal found and continue algorithm
48: end if
49: else
50: continue algorithm
51: end if
52: if MaxIter is exceeded
53: terminate algorithm early
54: % if the algorithm is not terminating, increase the number of simulation replications
55: end if
56: end while
57: Output: Near-Optimal Solution = (solcurrent ,scurrent ,Scurrent)
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